Death Valley: Battles for the Shenandoah, Errata, as of 1/13/20

TEC. The key beneath the table and above the Notes should say that a D causes a Disorder “immediately”, rather than at the end of movement.

1862

Counters.

27 VA (1/1/AV), 23 VA (3/1/AV), and 37 VA (3/1/AV) should be armed with Muskets rather than Rifles.

1 MD a and b and 1 RI cavalry units are extra counters. 1 MD a and b were on the OB for 1st Winchester. They joined the Union rear guard about five miles north of Winchester during the Union retreat after 1st Winchester. They were not included in the scenario, but were never deleted from the counter mix. Similarly, 1 RI was part of Shields' division and was included in an early hypothetical Port Republic scenario where Shields shows up with his remaining two brigades in time to influence the battle. When the scenario was cut, the Union infantry was deleted from the counter mix, but not the 1 RI cavalry.

Battle Book

14.45 (addition).
- Skirmishers suffering a 2nd Disorder are automatically eliminated.

14.48 (addition). The movement path may not be traced through a hex adjacent to an enemy unit, unless occupied by a friendly unit.

21.5. Union setup.
- Hex K3111: Sullivan should be 2/2/V rather than 3/2/V
- Hex K3311: 39 IL should be 2/2/V rather than 3/2/V.

23.4. Fremont's Caution, 2nd paragraph (addition). If forced to remove a brigade from assigned Attack orders, the Union player may select a brigade lacking a complete chain of command back to Fremont.

23.6. June 9 Campaign Scenario. Draw Efficiency for Fremont and Shields (Tyler), and for Jackson. Ewell always uses Jackson's Efficiency.

1864

Counters.
For the Optional Confederate Cavalry Deployment scenario at New Market, the 24 VA a and b dismounted cavalry should be 23 VA a and b.

**Battle Book.**

Page 21, Union Setup for Sheridan’s Attack: **Penrose** should be **Campbell [R]**.

Page 25, Union Reinforcements for the Full Battle: **Penrose** should be **Campbell [R]**.

Page 29, 8 VA [3] should set up in F1010, rather than within two hexes of F2210.

**Addendum:** replacement counter images for the counters listed above.